V6

DRY CANISTER VACUUM

- Innovative design with durable major components proven in commercial applications for more than 10 years
- Ergonomically designed features for operator comfort and convenience
- Anytime, anywhere cleaning with two sound level options for ultra-quiet operation
PERFORMANCE AND VERSATILITY

SUPERIOR INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Maintain exceptional Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) with 3-stage HEPA 12 filtration and two settings for low 68 dBA and 59 dBA ultra-quiet sound levels.

PROVEN DURABILITY
Rely on consistent performance of proven components like a solid, integrated wheel structure and kettle plug that allows for easy cord replacement.

OPERATOR CONVENIENCE
Make operator experience a priority with an easy-to-use telescopic vacuum wand that adjusts to fit operator height. On-board storage, foot-activated on/off switch and cord wrap also makes for easy transport and storage.

VACUUM SYSTEM
- Cleaning path: 275 mm
- Vacuum motor: 300 W
- Vacuum voltage: 230 V
- Vacuum power: 1,200 W
- Airflow at orifice: 2.14 m³/min
- Lift at sealed orifice: 25 kPa

DUST CONTROL SYSTEM
- Description: 3-stage HEPA 12
- Capacity: 9 L
- Vacuum bag: Paper
- Vacuum hose length: 2 m
- Vacuum diameter: 32 mm

MACHINE SPECIFICATIONS
- Power cord length: 15 m
- Weight with cord: 7.6 kg
- Sound level - 2 settings: 59 dBA / 68 dBA

ACCESSORIES
- Standard
  - Combination floor tool
  - Accessory kit
  - Telescopic aluminium wand
- Optional
  - Universal tool
  - Cloth bag

WARRANTY
See your local representative for warranty information

*Specifications subject to change without notice